BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
MOTION PICTURE

WINNER

Ryan Petey
Forgotten Man

NOMINEES

Stirling Bancroft
Adventures In Public School

Christopher Kempinski
Dead Shack

Graham Talbot, Nelson Talbot
Drone

Jan Klompje
Gregoire

Lindsay George
Prodigals
BEST PICTURE EDITING
MOTION PICTURE

WINNER

Asim Nuraney
Drone

NOMINEES

Fredrik Thorsen
Dead Shack

Jamie Alain, Gareth Scales
Entanglement

Cody Bown, Aaron Mallin
Gregoire

Geoff Ashenhurst, Jamie Alain
Indian Horse

Jeremy Schaulin-Rioux
The Cannon
BEST MUSICAL SCORE
MOTION PICTURE

WINNER

Matthew Rogers
Adventures In Public School

NOMINEES

Peter Ricq, Robbie Slade
Dead Shack

Michael Neilson
Drone

Jesse Zubot
Indian Horse

Daniel Ross
Luk'Luk'I
BEST CASTING  
MOTION PICTURE  

WINNER  

Maureen Webb, Colleen Bolton  
1922  

NOMINEES  

Judy Lee  
Dead Shack  

Kara Eide, Kris Woznesensky  
Never Steady, Never Still  

Adam Lolacher, Sage Brocklebank  
The Cannon
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
TELEVISION MOVIE

WINNER

Stirling Bancroft
Ring Of Deception

NOMINEES

Stirling Bancroft
Secrets Of My Stepdaughter

John Helme
The Christmas Calendar
BEST MUSICAL SCORE
TELEVISION MOVIE

WINNER

Hamish Thomson
Love Locks

NOMINEES

Hal Foxton Beckett
All for Love

Hamish Thomson
At Home In Mitford
BEST CASTING
TELEVISION MOVIE

WINNER

Tiffany Mak
Christmas Princess

NOMINEES

Catherine Falcon, Bim Narine
Cocaine Godmother

Jackie Lind
Garage Sale Mystery: Murder By Text
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Todd Duym
Dawn

NOMINEES

Stirling Bancroft
Echo and Solomon

Ryan Petey
Indigo

William Minsky
Resonance

Naim Sutherland
The Whistler
BEST PICTURE EDITING
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Lisa Robison
The Black Ghiandola

NOMINEES

Paolo Kalalo, Alexander Farah
Cypher

Yassmina Karajah, Blake Davey
Rupture

Bob Findlay
Sliding Away

Herb Cruton, Jonathan Williams
The Undertakers Son
BEST MUSICAL SCORE
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Mark James Fortin, Lorna Fortin, Ella Mae Fortin
Sliding Away

NOMINEES

Blake Matthew
La Buena

Daniel Séguin
The Undertakers Son

Emmett Lee Stang
The Whistler

Andy Warren
Tom and Grant
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Brendan Uegama
Riverdale - House of the Devil

NOMINEES

Corey Robson
Arrow - Who Are You?

Brian Johnson
Chesapeake Shores - All Our Yesterdays

Brendan Uegama
Van Helsing - Veritas Vincit
BEST PICTURE EDITING
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Darren Tucker, Allan Lee
Dirk Gently's Holistic Detective Agency - Little Guy, Black Hair

NOMINEES

Lisa Binkley
Travelers - Update

Jon Anctil
Van Helsing - Crooked Falls
BEST MUSICAL SCORE
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

James Jandrisch
Somewhere Between - The Hunter and the Hunted

NOMINEES

Hamish Thomson
Chesapeake Shores - Freefall

Brent Belke
You Me Her - Silver Linings and Vodka
BEST CASTING
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Jackie Lind
Van Helsing - Love Bites

NOMINEES

Candice Elzinga
You Me Her - Stoner Sensai's Secrets of Love
BEST GUEST PERFORMANCE BY A MALE DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Lee Majdoub
Dirk Gently's Holistic Detective Agency - That Is Not Miami

NOMINEES

Seth Isaac Johnson
Supernatural - Advanced Thanatology

Patrick Lubczyk
You Me Her - Stoner Sensai's Secrets of Love
BEST GUEST PERFORMANCE BY A FEMALE DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Agam Darshi
Dirk Gently's Holistic Detective Agency - Shapes and Colors

NOMINEES

Carmel Amit
Ghost Wars - Post Apocalypse Now

Tiera Skovbye
Riverdale - The Outsiders

Camille Mitchell
Somewhere Between - Madness

Tasya Teles
Travelers - Traveler 0027

Andrea Ware
Van Helsing - Crooked Falls
BEST SHORT DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM

WINNER

A Theatre Near You - A Powell River Story
Greg Bartels, Andrew Muir - Producers

NOMINEES

Force 136: Chinese Canadian Heroes
Blair Miller, Kim Guise, Jonas Woost, Melinda Friedman, Mathew Embry, Ravinder Minhas, Laura O'Grady - Producers

Holy Angels
Selwyn Jacob, Shirley Vercruysse - Producers

Inseparable: Ten Years Joined at the Head
Judith Pyke - Producer

The Secret Life Of Owls
Lynn Booth, Jeffery Morales, Bruce Whitty - Producers
BEST DIRECTION
SHORT DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM

WINNER

Andrew Muir
A Theatre Near You - A Powell River Story

NOMINEES

Melinda Friedman
Force 136: Chinese Canadian Heroes

Jay Cardinal Villeneuve
Holy Angels

Judith Pyke
Inseparable: Ten Years Joined at the Head

Jeffery Morales
The Secret Life Of Owls
BEST SCREENWRITING 
SHORT DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM

WINNER

Jay Cardinal Villeneuve 
Holy Angels

NOMINEES

Catharine Parke 
The Secret Life Of Owls
BEST DOCUMENTARY SERIES

WINNER

1491: The Untold Story of the Americas Before Columbus
Barbara Hager, W. Paterson Ferns - Producers

NOMINEES

Ageless Gardens
Mark Bradley, David Springbett, Ian Toews - Producers

Dr. Keri Prairie Vet
Mary Margaret Frymire - Producer

Nations at War
Jason Friesen - Producer

Uncharted Canada
Magali Gillon-Krizaj - Producer
BEST DIRECTION DOCUMENTARY SERIES

WINNER

Mary Margaret Frymire
Dr. Keri Prairie Vet - Meet Dr. Keri

NOMINEES

Barbara Hager, Lisa Jackson
1491: The Untold Story of the Americas Before Columbus - Origins

Ian Toews
Ageless Gardens - Healing Plants

Jason Friesen
Nations at War - Wild West

François-Xavier De Ruydts
Uncharted Canada - Volcanoes, The Cradle Of Life
BEST SCREENWRITING
DOCUMENTARY SERIES

WINNER

Barbara Hager
1491: The Untold Story of the Americas Before Columbus - Origins

NOMINEES

François-Xavier De Ruydts
Uncharted Canada - Volcanoes, The Cradle Of Life
BEST INFORMATION, LIFESTYLE OR REALITY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Hand Crafted
Greg Bartels, Andrew Millard, Andrew Muir - Producers

NOMINEES

BC Was Awesome
Tony Cerciello, Greg Crompton, Bob Kronbauer - Producers

Love It or List It Vancouver
Maria Armstrong, Catherine Fogarty,
Heather Hawthorn Doyle, Stephen Sawchuk, Erin Redden - Producers

Why I Love
Blair Miller, Kim Guise, Jonas Woost, Mathew Embry,
Ravinder Minhas, Melinda Friedman, Laura O'Grady - Producers

Worst To First
Blair Reekie, David Way, Michael Francis, Thomas Hunt - Producers
BEST DIRECTION
INFORMATION, LIFESTYLE OR REALITY
PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Andrew Muir
Hand Crafted - The Bowyer

NOMINEES

Greg Crompton
BC Was Awesome - A Curse, an Angel, some Elephants and a Golden Skull

Nicholas Treeshin
Love It or List It Vancouver - Laila & Dan

Melinda Friedman
Why I Love - Vernon
BEST HOST(S)
INFORMATION, LIFESTYLE OR REALITY
PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Sebastian Sevallo, Mickey Fabbiano
Worst To First - Julia & Ian

NOMINEES

Jillian Harris, Todd Talbot
Love It or List It Vancouver - Shar & Dave

Fiona Forbes
Where You Live - Coquitlam
BEST MUSIC, COMEDY OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Kim's Convenience
Tim Gamble, Alexandra Raffé, Ivan Fecan, Ins Choi, Kevin White, Anita Kapila - Producers

NOMINEES

Android Employed
Jem Garrard, Gregory Crompton, Tony Cerciello, Beatrice King, Jon Silverberg, Jonas Woost - Producers

Letterkenny
Mark Montefiore, Patrick O'sullivan, Jared Keeso, Jacob Tierney - Producers
BEST DIRECTION
MUSIC, COMEDY OR VARIETY
PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Siobhan Devine
Kim's Convenience - Good Neighbours

NOMINEES

Jem Garrard
Android Employed - The Family Unit
BEST SCREENWRITING
MUSIC, COMEDY OR VARIETY
PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Jem Garrard
Android Employed - The Second Unit Team

NOMINEES

Nadiya Chettiar
Kim’s Convenience - Good Neighbours
BEST PERFORMANCE
MUSIC, COMEDY OR VARIETY
PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Andrea Bang
Kim's Convenience - Janet's Boyfriend

NOMINEES

Sonja Bennett
Android Employed - The Family Unit

Veena Sood
Android Employed - Community

Ryan Beil
Android Employed - Unit Of Measurement

Brittney Wilson
Gap Year - Thailand: The Full Moon

Zoey Siewert
Haters Back Off - Exposing My Imposter
BEST ANIMATION PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Why Must the Sun Go Down?
Iris Moore - Producer

NOMINEES

Music Box
Mostafa Keshvari - Producer

Scratchy
Marv Newland - Producer

The Mountain of SGaana
Shirley Vercruysse - Producer
BEST DIRECTION
ANIMATION
PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Steve Evangelatos
All Hail King Julien - Night Creatures

NOMINEES

Mostafa Keshvari
Music Box

Denver Jackson
S.O.S.

Craig George
Spy Kids: Mission Critical - The Cookie Crumbles

Christopher Auchter
The Mountain of SGaana
BEST ART DIRECTION ANIMATION PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Iris Moore
Why Must The Sun Go Down?

NOMINEES

Mostafa Keshvari
Music Box
BEST SCREENWRITING
ANIMATION
PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Aly Jetha
1001 Nights - The People Who Insulted the Sun

NOMINEES

Mostafa Keshvari
Music Box
BEST VOICE PERFORMANCE
ANIMATION
PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Peter Kelamis
Chucks Choice - Cool Hand Norm

NOMINEES

Heather Doerksen
Dinotrux - Snowblazer

Rebecca Husain
Lego Elves - Worst Prisoner Ever

Rhona Rees
Littlest Pet Shop - Welcome To The Amusement Park

Vincent Tong
My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic - Hard To Say Anything
BEST YOUTH OR CHILDREN’S PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Escape From Mr. Lemoncellos Library
Scott McAboy, Amy Sydorick, Michael Sammaciccia, Jim Head - Producers

NOMINEES

Action Packed
Kat Kelly Hayduk, Cam Hayduk, Robyn Hardy, Lorraine Pond - Producers

Rufus 2
Scott McAboy, Amy Sydorick, Michael Sammaciccia - Producers

Scout & the Gumboot Kids
Eric Hogan, Tara Hungerford, Tracey Mack, David Roncin, Natalie Glubb, Dave Valleau, Bruce Kahkesh, Robert Murdoch - Producers

Tiny Christmas
Kim Arnott, Ivan Hayden - Producers
BEST DIRECTION
YOUTH OR CHILDREN’S
PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Scott McAboy
Escape From Mr. Lemoncellos Library

NOMINEES

Siobhan Devine
I Am Frankie - I Am My Enemy’s Friend?

Jem Garrard
Mech-X4 - X4 Versus The Dark Night

Allan Harmon
Project Mc2 - Zorro Dark Thirty

Tara Hungerford, Eric Hogan
Scout & The Gumboot Kids - The Case Of The Storybook In The Sky
BEST PERFORMANCE
YOUTH OR CHILDREN’S PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Peter Benson
Mech-X4 - X4 Versus Harper’s Ghost

NOMINEES

Russell Roberts
Escape From Mr. Lemoncellos Library

Patti Allan
Escape From Mr. Lemoncellos Library

Dan Payne
Mech-X4 - X4 Versus The Dark Knight

Emily Delahunty
Project Mc2 - Gray Goo On The Loose

Amitai Marmorstein
Rufus 2
BEST WEB SERIES

WINNER

Inconceivable
Marena Dix, Nach Dudsdeemaytha, Joel Ashton McCarthy, Rachel Kirkpatrick, Mike Doaga - Producers

NOMINEES

Daisy & The Gumboot Kids
Eric Hogan, Tara Hungerford, Tracey Mack, David Roncin, Dave Valleur, Robert Murdoch - Producers

Food For Thought
Michael Wavrecan - Producer

La Quinceañera
Raynor Shima - Producer

The Dangers of Online Dating
Brianne Nord-Stewart - Producer

Welcome to Surrey
Shyam Valera - Producer
BEST PERFORMANCE BY A MALE WEB SERIES

WINNER

Graem Beddoes
The Drive - Learning Opportunity

NOMINEES

Kwasi Thomas
Baby Making Time - New Diet

Sage Brocklebank
Inconceivable - The Elephant In The Womb

Dave Collette
Small Cop - Missing Cats Part 2

Kashif Pasta
Welcome to Surrey - Phone A Friend
BEST PERFORMANCE BY A FEMALE WEB SERIES

WINNER

Paula Burrows
The Dangers of Online Dating - I Just Had Text

NOMINEES

Katie Stuart
Inconceivable - Adulting

Christina Sicoli
Small Cop - The Negotiator

Jennifer Cheon
The Drive - Fight

Lindsay Drummond
The Drive - Panic

Suneet Maan
Welcome to Surrey - Phone A Friend
BEST MUSIC VIDEO

WINNER

Breakfast With Liz by HUMANS
Peter Ricq, Blake Davey, Riun Garner, Amber Ripley - Producers

NOMINEES

Born For Greatness by Warren Dean Flandez (feat KJ Apa)
Warren Dean Flandez, Yves Sanchez-Mena, Elyjah Branker - Producers

Catwalk by Michael Cassio
Hilary Muth, Patrick Tozer - Producers

Days Gone by Tor
Eron Carruth, Ria Nishikawara - Producers

On My Own by Bear Mountain
Kenji Rodriguez, Laura Blanco,
Antonio Rodriguez, Ian Bevis, Samuel Kishi - Producers

Get Ready by The Harpoonist & The Axe Murderer
Mike Southworth, Matthew Rogers, Shawn Hall, Kate Wattie - Producers